
Direc&ons	  for	  use

REF:	  	   603.003.0001	   	   Sterintech™	  3	  -‐	  line	  Label	  gun	  
	   	   	   	   	  

Content:

1) Installing the ink roller
2) Removing the ink roller
3) Loading the labels
4) Setting print characters
5) Clearing label jams, cleaning and lubrication
6) Lay-out of the 3 lines digits



! ! ! ! !

1) Installing the ink roller

Open the label gun cover by pressing the knob at the top front 
of the label gun. 

Open the package in which the ink roller is packed and take out 
the ink roller 

Hold the new ink roller on each end in between your finger tips 

Snap the ink roller into place. 

2) Removing the ink roller 

Open the label gun cover by pressing the knob at the top front 
of the label gun 

Hold the ink roller on each end and push the release bar to 
release the ink roller

Discard the used, old ink roller. As it is non-toxic the old ink 
roller can be treated as normal waste. 

3) Loading labels 

Open the label gun cover by pressing the knob at the top front 
of the label gun. Swing the cover completely backwards until 
you hear a click. Don’t force the cover past the click position. 

Remove the closing label from the label roll.

Peel and discard the first 10 labels from the backing paper. 



cont’d : 3) Loading labels. 

Place the label roll between the supply hubs. Do not thread 
label strip through any rollers. 

Drape the supply across the label gun and center it over the 
peel bar. The supply should hang out about 15 cm past the peel 
bar in order to comfortable feed in the labels.

Close the cover 

Feed the label strip under the large rollers and into the slot 
above the arrows. 

Hold the strip in place and squeeze the trigger until the label 
strip feeds through the rear exit.

4) Setting print characters

Pull the know out until the character pointers are on the desired 
position.

Turn the knob until the desired character with white background 
appears between the pointers

Repeat these two steps for each position 

Push in the knob when you are finished. 



5) Clearing label jams, cleaning and lubrication

Open the cover and remove the label roll 

Remove any loose labels from the inside of the label gun 

Pull up the deflector frame to expose the backing paper path 

Remove any loose labels from under the deflector frame

Snap back the deflector frame back into place. 

Use a commercial adhesive solvent to clean 
adhesive build-up 

Reload and close the cover. 

In case needed you may apply 1 drop of 100% 
silicone lubricant on the places marked by the 
arrows in the picture at the left. 



6) Lay-out of the 3 lines digits


